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Liar's Game National Geographic Books
Tired of being unlucky in love, Veron Darcey
enlists the assistance of her gorgeous best friend
to teach her how to snag a dream man, only to
find herself caught up in a competition
between mentor and student.
My Husband's Girlfriend Crown
From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Terry McMillan comes an honest
look at a modern romance, from love at
first sight to painful reality to working
toward a happy ending.... Franklin Swift
was a sometimes-employed construction
worker and a not-quite-divorced dad of
two. Zora Banks was a teacher, singer,
and songwriter. They met in a Brooklyn
brownstone, and there could be no
walking away.... In this funny, gritty love
story, Franklin and Zora join the ranks of
fiction’s most compelling couples as they
move from Scrabble to sex, from layoffs to
the limits of faith and trust. Disappearing
Acts is about the mystery of desire and the
burdens of the past. It’s about
respect—what it can and can’t survive.
And it’s about the safe and secret places
that only love can find.
Sister, Sister Penguin
Award-winning author ReShonda Tate
Billingsley delivers a poignant, page-
turning novel about the power—and
fragility—of family, personal identity, and
the choices we are called on to make . . .
Raised by a widowed mother, Jill Reed
has come a long way from her difficult
youth. But while she may not have had
money, Jill never doubted she was rich in
love. Her mother, Connie, made Jill the
center of her world. Now, even though
she has a young family of her own, it’s
Jill’s turn to care for her ailing mother.
When early dementia begins to set in,
Connie starts talking about Jill’s “other
life.” Jill assumes it’s just rambling
confusion. Still, Connie’s stories about
Jill’s childhood, and her father’s early
death, never quite added up. And when a
strange man shows up to Jill’s job
bearing news that turns Jill’s life upside
down, there’s no denying Connie’s

devastating secret. As Jill sets out to learn
more about her past, she’s stunned by
what she learns and what it will mean for
her future. Now, she must decide what
price she’s willing to pay to claim the life
that’s rightfully hers. Praise for
ReShonda Tate Billingsley’s novels
"Filled with a blend of dramatic and
compelling details." - Woman's World on
The Stolen Daughter “Billingsley's
engaging voice will keep readers turning
the pages and savoring each scandalous
revelation.” —Publishers
Weekly,STARRED REVIEW for A Good
Man is Hard to Find “Billingsley’s novel
will keep readers guessing until the last
page.” —Booklist on Seeking Sarah “Faith-
based fiction doesn't get better than
Billingsley's entertaining soaps, notable
for their humor, wonderful characters and
challenging life situations that many
readers, Christian or not, can identify
with. Her latest dramedy scores a direct
hit on the ever-popular subjects of love,
marriage and divorce.” —Publishers
Weekly on Can I Get a Witness “This
sequel to Billingsley’s heralded #1
national bestselling debut My Brother’s
Keeper tells the stunning story of a wife
and mother who embarks on a daring
rescue mission—to rescue herself.”
—Culture Dispatch on More to Life
The Stolen Daughter Random House
Following a major loss, five sisters pledge to keep
it real but one is hiding a big secret in the first of
this series from the author of A Sister’s Power.
Savvy and decisive, Burgundy Reeves feels
blessed with a good husband and a successful
career. She is the sister everyone envies. Since her
beloved mother's death, she's given troubled
youngest sister, Elyse, a stable home when she
needs it most. And she's taken it on herself to
keep her contentious siblings together. Under
her guidance, they all meet bi-monthly on
“Sister Day,” a time when they get together to
bond, to receive a challenging “assignment”,
and to cope with a range of things—including
their many differences . . . Among the sisters’
most challenging assignments: tell the truth. But
truthfulness leads to an unveiling of secrets that
may destroy lives. Burgundy is struggling to
show Coco the real deal about her unreliable
baby daddy. If she and level-headed Drucilla can
also convince hard-headed eldest sister Alita to
give Coco more love than tough talk, that might
heal a longtime rift. But it’s teenage Elyse’s
truth that will shatter Burgundy’s perfect world
beyond repair. And putting the pieces back
together could make the sisters stronger together

than ever—or pull them apart for good. Praise for
If Your Wife Only Knew “A dramatic tale of
betrayal.” —Booklist “Secrets, scandal,
betrayal and revenge—there are no clean hands
in the first book of this saga.”—RT Book
Reviews
A White Picket Fence Dafina
New York Times bestselling
author Eric Jerome Dickey,
“one of the most successful
Black authors of the last
quarter-century”* explores
the depths of desire in this
sensual blockbuster. Born in
Trinidad and living in
Atlanta after a relationship
gone bad, Nia Simone Bijou is
an ambitious writer who has
it all. Except for the one
thing that'll give her the
control she craves-and the
power she deserves: absolute,
uninhibited sexual
satisfaction. Now, in the
sweltering days and nights of
summer, the heat is on. Nia's
fantasies will become a
reality-with man after man
after man. She will shatter
the limits of erotic love.
She will open herself up to
experiences she never dared
before. And as her fantasies
begin to spin out of control,
she'll discover the
unexpected price of the
extreme. *The New York Times
My Best Friend and My Man Dafina
Books
Davie Jones—an ugly duckling
growing up in small-town
Mississippi with a mother who
couldn't get any meaner—is
positive her life couldn't be any
worse. Just when she's resigned
herself to her fate, she sees a
movie that will change her
life—Sixteen Candles. But in her
case, life doesn't imitate art.
Tormented in school and hopelessly
in unrequited love with a handsome
football player, Davie finds it
bittersweet to dream of Molly
Ringwald endings. When a cruel
school prank goes too far, Davie
leaves the life she knows and
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reinvents herself in the glittery
world of Hollywood—as a beautiful
and successful lounge singer. Just
as she's about to ride off into
the L.A. sunset, the past comes
back with a vengeance, threatening
to crush Davie's dreams—and break
her heart again. With wholly
original characters and a
cinematic storyline, 32 Candles
introduces Ernessa T. Carter, a
new voice in fiction with smarts,
attitude, and sassiness to spare.
Pregnant by My Daughter's
Boyfriend Dafina
John “Basil” Henderson has always
played the field, both as a
professional football player and
as an equal opportunity lover.
After retiring his jersey for a
career as a sports agent, the
dashing playboy is surprising
everyone—including himself—by
deciding to settle down and commit
to his new love, Yancey Harrington
Braxton. A fiercely driven
Broadway star on the rise, blessed
with beauty, charm, and a fondness
for the finer things in life, she
appears to be his ideal mate. A
lavish wedding is planned, but
just before the nuptials, fate and
a little comeuppance threaten the
happy couple’s future. Charged
with narrative exuberance and
sumptuous detail, Not a Day Goes
By proves that nobody spins a sexy
urban love story like E. Lynn
Harris.
Revenge of the Mistress 12th st
Press
Lina and Phil Hunter have shared
an uncanny psychic connection
since they were teenagers and he
saved her life, so when Lina¿s
mother cautions her to be on guard
against a new love interest she
sees in her astrological chart, it
confirms what Lina already
suspects, her mother is crazy.
Sure her marriage has been under
extra stress lately, dealing with
a rebellious teenager, but she¿s
never even looked at another man,
well besides her daughter¿s
psychiatrist, Dr. Drayton, but
that¿s more in awe. When a
betrayal shakes the foundation of
her marriage, Lina begins
confiding in the child
psychiatrist, blurring the lines
between whether she or Katie is
the patient, and as a mutual
attraction grows, she starts to
question whether the boy she fell
in love with twenty-four years
earlier still exists.
Brothers and Wives My Daughter's
Boyfriend
Prue loves her older husband, Max,
but is deeply attracted by
Jamie... Jamie is married to

Violet and loves his new baby...
Violet finds being a new mother
difficult but loves her father,
Max... Max loves Prue but knows
that he must allow her room to
breathe... How will these four
cope with a dangerous and
unexpected love affair without
breaking up a family and shocking
the community? 'Modern marriage
with the gloves off' - Mail on
Sunday 'A powerful story: wise,
observant, deeply-felt with
elements all women will recognize
with a smile, or a shudder. Very
highly recommended' - Good Book
Guide 'Witty, insightful portrait
of passion, trauma and heartache'
- Publishers Weekly
Pretty Evil Dell
Give in to the thrill of the
chase. “Three smart, dynamic, and
captivating stories.” —Niobia
Bryant, Essence® bestselling
author There’s nothing hotter than
a crush that tempts you to take a
chance. . . . WHITE MOCHA by
MICHELE GRANT Jayla has always
played it safe, personally and
professionally. Finding the
perfect cup of coffee is about the
most exciting thing in her life.
But one look at free-spirited café
owner Jason, and she’s inspired to
venture out of her comfort zone...
“Grant entices, captivates and
mesmerizes her readers.”—RT Book
Reviews on Heard It All Before
WANTED: YOU by LUTISHIA LOVELY
Chaz Covington is the guy every
man wants to be and every woman
wants to have. So when anonymous
erotic letters begin arriving at
his office, he’s only mildly
surprised. His prudish assistant,
Lois, is shocked. But before it’s
all over, she won’t be the only
one... “Vibrant characters, artful
storytelling, and an original
voice make Lutishia Lovely worth
every moment.” —Donna Hill FROM
ONE LOVER TO ANOTHER by CYDNEY RAX
Lorraine Eafford is done with bad
boys. She’s ready for someone nice
and reliable—someone just like her
new co-worker, Wendell. But her ex
won’t take no for an answer, and
Lorraine is about to show him just
how bad this good girl can be...
“You’ll find yourself drawn to
Rax’s juicy tale of out-of-order
Buppies in love and lust.”
—Essence® on My Husband’s
Girlfriend
Crush Penguin
Babysister gets what Babysister
wants. Always has. Always will.
After all, she's been spoiled
rotten ever since she witnessed
her mother's death as a child, and
she's made the most of it-
especially with her dad. So when

her oldest friend, Deborah, begins
to date a fine-looking, fine-
acting man named Darren-Babysister
doesn't think twice: she wants
Darren for herself. And what
Babysister wants... There are just
a few little problems with their
secret love affair. Babysister's
devoted boyfriend is one. And
Darren's lingering doubts about
dumping Deborah--light-skinned,
church-going, beautiful--is
another. But Babysister won't let
go, even after Darren crawls back
to Deborah--and marries her.
Following her love-crazed heart,
Babysister jeopardizes friendship,
family, and her own self-esteem,
until a little dose of reality
shows her how much she's been
missing all along.

Dafina
These divas represent the
voices of past and future
generations, such as Tyra
Banks, Terry McMillan,
Harriette Cole, Maya Angelou,
Iyanla Vanzant, Nikki Giovanni,
Dawn Davis, Adrienne Ingrum,
Carol Mackey, Oprah Winfrey,
Rosa Parks, Shirley Chisholm,
Coretta Scott King, Zora Neal
Hurston, and Octavia Butler.
32 Candles Dafina
My Daughter's BoyfriendThree
Rivers Press
Blood is Thicker Kensington
Publishing Corp.
In this hotly anticipated
conclusion to his popular
Invisible Life trilogy, E. Lynn
Harris delivers a masterful tale
that traces the evolving lives of
his beloved characters Nicole
Springer and Raymond Tyler, Jr.,
and reintroduces readers to their
respective lovers, best friends,
and potential enemies. Abide with
Me moves between the worlds of New
York City, where Nicole has
recently settled in order to
pursue her dream of returning to
the Broadway stage, and Seattle,
where a late-night phone call from
a U.S. Senator is about to change
Raymond's life dramatically.
Relationships and ambitions are
tested as Harris deftly guides us
toward this entertaining novel's
conclusion. Sexy and heartwarming
in equal measure, Abide with Me
will thrill new readers as well as
fans already familiar with
Harris's unique take on the
universal themes of love,
friendship, and family. E. Lynn
Harris has truly done it again.

My Husband's Girlfriend
Townsend Press
Having raised her teenage
daughter to abstain from sex,
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former teen mother Tracey
unexpectedly falls for her
daughter's older boyfriend,
with whom she pursues a
secret love affair. A first
novel. Reprint. 15,000 first
printing.
A Sister's Secret Love &
Revenge
Desire raises the stakes--and
the danger. . . Desperate
Housewife by Cydney Rax
Carmen Foster thinks she has
it all--a perfect house,
kids, and marriage. Until she
stumbles upon racy texts from
her husband, Forrest, to his
baby mama, Toni--who
desperately wants Forrest
back. Carmen is devastated
and decides she can forgive
Forrest if she just has an
affair of her own. But when a
scheming Toni gets involved
and threatens to reveal
Carmen's secret, revenge
takes an unexpected and
explosive turn. . . Sinful by
Niobia Bryant A psychologist
specializing in addiction,
Brie Bailey is surprised to
find that her work is
affecting her personal life
in unexpected ways. For the
first time, she has something
to hide. And when her
impulsive actions lead her
into a web of danger, Brie
finds herself losing control
of everything. . . L.A.
Confidential by Grace Octavia
Stevie Silver, Black
Hollywood's sitcom
sweetheart, is in for a run
of very bad luck. Her
conniving assistant,
Kristine, has her sights on
Stevie's career--and on her
T.V. producer husband.
Kristine will do whatever it
takes to win, from blackmail
to seduction. But when a
series of lies and betrayals
comes to a head in the
canyons behind the Hollywood
sign, more than stardom is at
stake. . .
Abide With Me Dafina Books
A celibate husband and wife
are the two most dangerous
people on earth . . .Neil and
Anya Meadows are stuck in a

sexless marriage. Anya suffers
from a hormonal disorder that
leaves her with no sex drive
at all, while Neil has a
voracious sexual appetite.
After one unfulfilling
encounter too many, they make
a deal: Neil will be allowed
to have a mistress, but only
for oral sex and only twice a
month. And he’s forbidden to
fall in love with her.Things
don’t exactly work out as
planned. Neil and his
mistress Danielle have a
child together, and all of
them—Anya, Neil, Danielle,
the new baby, and Neil and
Anya’s daughter—decide to
live together as Houston’s
most complicated blended
family. The tension builds as
each is forced to make
difficult choices, as well as
to come to terms with the
past—and the future.Fast-
paced, provocative, and sexy,
My Husband’s Girlfriend
explores issues of morality,
emotional ties, family, love,
and monogamy, and is an eye-
opening novel about the
complexity of modern love.
A Sister's Secret Anchor
Perfect for fans of Georgette
Heyer and Netflix hit
Bridgerton, a dashing Regency
romance from multi-million
copy seller Mary Jane
Staples. READERS ARE LOVING A
SISTER'S SECRET! "Mary Jane
Staples is a genius! The
storyline was amazing. I
could not put the book down.
Her characterization was
wonderful and her
intertwining of her
characters with some famous
historical characters is
nothing short of genius." - 5
STARS "Mary Janes Staples is
one of my favourite authors -
loved her Adams Family
series. This is such a lovely
book: emotional, serious and
funny in all ways. Read this
book in one night." - 5 STARS
"Enjoyed this book from start
to finish." - 5 STARS. "I
couldn't put this down - it
was brilliant." - 5 STARS. **
*****************************

***** WILL SHE PROTECT HER
SISTER AND LEARN TO LOVE
AGAIN? A disastrous marriage
has left the young and
beautiful Lady Caroline
widowed and vowing never to
marry again. When she sees
her younger sister,
Annabelle, falling for a man
who is notoriously
unfaithful, she determines to
intervene and save Annabelle
from a similar fate, hiring
the handsome and witty
adventurer Captain Burnside
to distract her. But all does
not go to plan... A Sister's
Secret was previously
published as A Professional
Gentleman.
Reckless Broadway Books
Rachel Merrell goes into shock
when her ex-boyfriend, Jeffery
Williams, begins dating her
half sister Marlene Draper.
Suddenly, Rachel wants Jeff
back, and she is determined to
get him no matter what the
cost--including Marlene's
happiness.
Naughty or Nice eBook Partnership
When a dream marriage goes wrong
for a mistress-turned-wife, even
perfect plan for payback may mean
losing it all in this sexy
contemporary romance. Nicole
finally has it all. She dreamed,
schemed, and seduced her way to
media adoration and marriage to
the lover she stole from his wife.
But the honeymoon phase suddenly
shatters when the groom decides to
win back his ex. But if Nicole
can't be the picket-fence wife,
she’ll be the picture-perfect,
very rich widow. And sexing her ex-
con first love will ensure his
help—and keep her hot and
satisfied through those lonely
grieving nights . . . To keep her
own hands clean, Nicole must spin
new lies, flip new scripts—and
deal with the ultimate betrayal.
Keeping her enemies close means
igniting secrets and revelations
even Nicole doesn’t see coming.
And as an avalanche of scandal
threatens everything she’s trying
to keep, the last woman standing
may be the biggest loser of all .
. .
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